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titles of other similar pieces too brief to give away the secrets of
their origin.
My father came from Ronda,
my mother from Antequera	(I3I)
sings a Christian captive girl in a ballad which should, perhaps, be
included among those of the frontier; it is historical as to customs,
if not as to facts. On the other hand, Moraima (132), where a pretty
Mooress is tricked into admitting a Christian who pretends to be
her uncle, is mere fiction. Don Manuel de Leon (134), a ballad of
the sixteenth century, contains the legend of the glove thrown to
lions and recovered by a brave knight, together with the punish-
ment of the flighty lady who exposed him to the risk, which is the
legend of Schiller's Handschuh. Schiller's source was French, but
the Spanish version appears to have been older, since already in
1557 Don Manuel de Leon was famous for his successes with the
ladies, in battle against the Moors and over lions. A group of
ballads in general imitation of the Gaiferos series is entitled Mariana
or Julianesa (121-5) and contains some striking phrases. The best
of them describes an unwearying pursuit, and some genius has cut
away from it all the entangling narrative:
For my ornaments are weapons,
I in battle take my ease,
stubborn rocks they are my mattress,
keeping vigil is my sleep;
dens of beasts surround rne darkling,
roads untrod by human feet,
and the heavens, forever changing,
take delight in hurting me,
as I roam from hill to hilltop
and by beaches of the sea,
seeking, seeking, if safe fording
through my wretchedness may be.
But for sake of you, dear lady,
all endure I cheerfully.	(125)
Don Garcia (133), who defended Urena by dressing his dead ia
armour and manning the walls, depends probably on the chap-
books of Ogier, where a similar stratagem was employed. The
Skull's Invitation (x, p. 209) is the germ of the Don Juan legend.
This is the picture of Castilian balladry in its hey-day, or when
but slightly impaired, but it represents only a small section of the
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